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The practice of on-selling tickets for cultural and sporting events for a profit
– ticket scalping – is a highly emotive issue, where the economics of supply
and demand clash head-on with notions of fairness of access. The practice of
scalping certainly is not new. John Wall, director of Sydney-based music
events promoter Fuzzy, speculates that it dates back to the early days of mass
entertainment at the Colosseum in Rome. But what's changed is its visibility
now the business of scalping is transacted on the Internet.

The rise of auction sites, such as eBay, has not just facilitated the easy
on-selling of tickets, but has also made the practice highly conspicuous. In
particular, it has made on-sellers' profits completely transparent.

Concerns over fair trading recently prompted the Ministerial Council on
Consumer Affairs to press the Commonwealth Consumer Affairs Advisory
Council (CCAAC) to review the issue of ticket scalping. A CCAAC panel
issued a discussion paper on the subject in May 2010, and has subsequently
been taking submissions from interested parties. The panel is expected to
report before the end of 2010.

There's no doubt that scalping is contentious, observes Phillip Leslie, a professor of economics and
strategic management at Stanford University in the US. But he has long been puzzled by the high
emotions it generates. "Scalping allows tickets to end up in the hands of the people who want them the
most. In economic terms, this is a more efficient allocation," Leslie argues.

With his colleague Alan Sorensen, Leslie has investigated the economics of the phenomenon in the US,
with a focus on large concert venues. Their paper, The Welfare Effects of Ticket Resale, reveals the
dynamics of scalping. First, it's driven by the sale of tickets at original prices that are clearly lower than
the public is prepared to pay for them. But second, perhaps more interestingly, scalping focuses
disproportionately on the highest quality tickets. According to Leslie, it shows that event promoters often
lack sophistication when it comes to "scaling the house" – that is, how tickets are priced in different parts
of a venue. He cites the 20,000-seat Tacoma Dome concert venue in Washington State, which typically
only has three different ticket prices.

"The best 10,000 seats for an event [at the Tacoma Dome] will be equally priced," says Leslie, "even
though the very best seat is clearly going to be a lot better quality than the 10,000th best seat.  So, resale is
less to do with under-pricing in general, and more to do with a lack of price variation in the primary
market. In the resale market, these two tickets will be purchased at very different prices." Against the
accusations that ticket scalpers are "gouging the fans", Leslie poses the question: Why don't the
promoters simply charge higher prices for the best-quality seats?

The music industry has been in flux for many years, with artists becoming increasingly dependant on
concert revenues as their income from recorded music falls. Consequently, Leslie believes that over time,
promoters will become more sophisticated at scaling the house, which will have a negative impact on
scalping.

On-selling and Selling Out

But appropriate pricing of tickets, in line with what the market determines they are worth, is an
unpredictable part of the business for promoters. According to Wall, whose event company, Fuzzy,
promotes the popular Parklife and sell-out Field Day outdoor festivals across Australia, there's always a
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promotes the popular Parklife and sell-out Field Day outdoor festivals across Australia, there's always a
goodwill issue involved in any music event. "We price our tickets according to what we think is a decent
value, and if they sell out very fast, then for some people, the tickets could be worth more money," he
says. "But we can't always predict this in advance."

However, as Leslie notes, there are perfectly valid reasons why a promoter may want to deliberately
underprice tickets, especially in the music industry. Musicians enjoy the atmosphere of playing to a full
house, and there are benefits for the promoter in terms of other revenue streams, such as from
merchandising. Indeed, in the US, some artists and sports teams are actually encouraging on-selling of
tickets, and are increasingly finding ways of participating in the revenues generated. In 2008, for
example, singer and entrepreneur Madonna signed an endorsement deal with secondary ticketing agency
StubHub for her Sticky and Sweet tour, which saw her taking a percentage of sales generated.

However, Leslie is quick to point out that sports or concert tickets are subject to expectations from the
public that other goods simply are not. "There's no expectation that, say, a BMW should be available to
everyone," he says. "But there is an expectation that an AFL (Australian Football League) grand final
ticket should be." While scalping has increased prices, it has also improved availability. "You can now
buy a ticket to anything," Leslie says. "Ten years ago, tickets to an event like the Super Bowl in the US
were simply unavailable, unless you had some personal connection."

In Australia, there are no laws forbidding scalping per se, according to Deborah Healey, a lecturer in law
at the University of New South Wales and a member of the CCAAC panel. Although, she notes a number
of states and territories have legislation that outlaws the practice in relation to specific events, such as the
AFL grand final, or specific venues, including Sydney's Olympic Park at Homebush. Beyond this, there
are general consumer laws, both state and federal, which cover issues such as misleading conduct or
misrepresentation. These laws could prevent someone saying, "I'm selling you a great seat", when it's not
a great seat, or selling a counterfeit ticket. 

"A ticket is a right to enter," says Healey. "It's not a good. The seller can put whatever conditions they
want on it, as long as that condition is legal." Importantly, a ticket is a contract between the consumer and
the seller of the ticket, and any breach of that contract – such as breaking a condition that forbids
on-selling – can lead to the cancellation of the ticket (if the condition has been incorporated effectively
into the contract at law).

Promoters on the Line

There may be legitimate reasons for on-selling tickets – albeit not necessarily at a profit – and these can
get forgotten in the emotive discussions around scalping, suggests Healey. "Many tickets now are
non-refundable and non-transferrable. So what do you do if you break your leg and can't go?" she asks.
And there are wider issues with the way that tickets are issued and priced for major events that are often
misunderstood by consumers. "For example, consumers often complain about tickets being given as part
of hospitality packages," Healey explains. "But the additional premium paid by hospitality providers to
the event organiser may well be subsidising the price paid by the average consumer."

While Healey believes the law has a role to play in the scalping process, she believes that promoters of
events also have a key role in dealing with the issues. "If promoters are concerned that underpriced tickets
are being resold at a premium without benefit to them, they have an incentive to take steps to prevent
scalpers getting hold of a large number of tickets," she says.

Field Day in 2002 was one of Fuzzy's early outdoor promotions, and sold 10,000 tickets in advance. The
level of sales surprised everyone involved in the company. For the same event in 2003, though, reports
Wall, "customers were saying, 'I missed out on a ticket because the scalpers bought them all'". In this
instance, the perception that the scalper had squeezed out the genuine fan was wide of the mark. Wall
went back to his sales figures, and discovered that, of the total 16,000 tickets sold, one person bought 32,
one person bought 10, and everyone else bought five or less. Importantly, the event took several weeks to
sell out. However, despite its limited scope at this particular event, Fuzzy's customers were expressing the
opinion that scalping was not fair. "Our customers said, 'Fuzzy must do something!' And we care about
what our customers think," says Wall.

The company subsequently instigated a system in which all tickets are issued with a name and date of
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The company subsequently instigated a system in which all tickets are issued with a name and date of
birth printed on them. To gain entry to an event requires not just presenting the ticket, but also photo ID
that matches the details on the ticket. Changing the name and date of birth requires going back to Fuzzy,
and incurs an administration charge. Wall believes that the system has not just reduced scalping of Fuzzy
tickets to an insignificant level, but it has also had the knock-on effect of discouraging credit card fraud
and counterfeit tickets. "In general, our customers like the system, but the more you make it hard for the
scalpers, the less convenient it becomes for the customer," Wall notes. He insists that if the law were to be
more explicit in forbidding scalping, then promoters could inconvenience their customers less.

Fair Pricing Not Out

The scalping issue also came to a head for Cricket Australia during the 2006-07 Ashes series, the historic
Test matches between Australia and England. While the federal government was sympathetic to the
problem, it viewed it as a state issue. As a national operator, however, Cricket Australia found existing
state laws too cumbersome for their purposes.

In the face of public outrage, Cricket Australia made it part of a ticket's terms and conditions that it not be
resold at a premium. "We hired a private investigator [to track ticket resales] and ended up cancelling
several thousand tickets," says Peter Young, Cricket Australia's general manager of public affairs.
"People were angry, but we had warned them. We wanted to send a message to the scalpers and their
customers that there is a risk."

As no subsequent event has generated the same interest as the Ashes series, the long-term effects of this
policy have yet to be tested. Young believes the rise in popularity of Twenty20 short-form cricket may
prove to be the next scalping battleground

Scalping is part of a wider problem of declining live audiences for sporting events, because the long-term
effect of scalping is to deter attendance, according to Young. "If the public perceives that access is going
to be difficult, then its interest will wane and divert elsewhere," he says. "The principal concern for us is,
for our game to continue to thrive, it needs to be accessible to all the public – and not just the well-heeled.
We make a percentage of tickets available at what is effectively lower than the market rate. It's important
for us that ordinary families can experience live cricket."

Young is aware of some family tickets for the upcoming 2010 Boxing Day Test match at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground being offered for sale on eBay for significantly more than their face value of A$65. But
he makes the point that Cricket Australia is a not-for-profit organisation, whose articles of association
require it to take the public interest into account. "It's not just a business, but even if it were, it's important
for the public to have access, and to perceive that it has access."

Technological advances have allowed scalpers to proliferate in recent years and, ironically, may
eventually bring about their demise. Promoters are now experimenting with paperless virtual tickets, with
a bar code sent by SMS to a purchaser's mobile phone, with little prospect of such a ticket ever being
on-sold.
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